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The architect of St.- John's Church was a Mr. Ke^Jy from New York.
The actual construction was done under the supervision of Mr. J. W.
Humphrey for the masonry and a Mr. Cadogan was responsible for the carpentry.
The church rests on a cut stone foundation and is constructed of
brick. The architecture is J^omiic and the plan cruciform. The walls
are supported by buttresses at/ all ^he^poers Imd angl"es~and finished
with offsets. The roofs are covered with blue slate and the gutter
pieces are fixed to the roof several feet from the eaves to which they
incline each way. The tower is 100^__high and with spi.re and cross reaches
180'. The extreme width through the transepts is 98 T and across the naves
and aisles is 68' . The length of the church through the nave and chancel
is 156'. The height of the nave ceiling is 58'. There are three entrances
in front. Over the side doors are large rose windows filled with richly
figured tracery and in the tower and turrets are large and small windows.
The sides of the church have 22 windows which are 24' high.
Two stair cases lead from the vestibule through the turrets to the
choir loft which extends into the nave. The interior of the church is
divided into nave, aisles and transepts by an arcade supported by 22
columns whose capitals are decorated with cherub ims and foliage. The
ceiling is groined with many intersecting arches. The arches of the
chancel are covered with rosettes and ball flowers. The walls are of a
variegated light stone which contrasts well with the buff stone of the
ceiling.
The side windows are of Austrian grizzled glass in small diamond
patterns in iron and lead frames. The central chancel window has a
life-size figure of Jesus; on the right is the Virgin Mary and on the
left is St. John. The window is framed by mouldings, wreaths' of 'vine,'
and ornaments which terminate in three crosses.
The main altar is supported by an arcade of columns and arches. The
center niche has a figure of the Lamb and the Bible; two side niches have
the Pelican and the Dove. The tabernacle is within its own niche, painted
ultramarine blue and gilt, topped with a spire and cross.
The church was lighted with 115 gas burners. The pews (234) will
accommodate 1,400 people. The pulpit is moveable. In each transept,
there are small chapels, each with its own altar, tabernacle and niches.
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St. John's Catholic Church was built in Jj355,by the Irish community
of Bangor under the direction of Father John BapSr:, a Jesuit priest. The
church was to be a symbol to the Irish communit/ of Bangor of their identity
within the community as a whole. The builders of St. John's were conscious of this need, for it was fresh in their memories how their predecessors had been burned out and driven from the city by roving gangs of
sailors and lumberjacks in the 1830's. Two years before, their own priest
had been ridden out of Ellsworth, Maine on a rail complete with a suit of
tar and feathers.
In 1855, Bangor was experiencing the height of the Rnow-Nothing movement; with a Know-Nothing city council and a Baptist minister for a
marshall. The marshall had been appointed to end the grog trade among
the predominatly Irish owned grog shops on the waterfront and he was
carrying out his work with great zeal. While the church was being constructed, Irish laborers stood guard against the threats of the KnowNothings 'to, burn it to the ground.
The church today maintains much of its original flavor with its
statue of St. Patrick to the left of the main altar and its hugh mahogany
organ imported from Boston in the late 1850's. Much of the original
stained glass was replaced later in the century by tyrolean stained glass
but some of the original remains in its flowered pattern. The holy water
fonts bear the names of the donors, James O'Donahue and his wife, an
Irishman who struck gold in California in 1849 and returned to Bangor to
live the life of a wealthy aristocrat.
The church stands in what was once the heart of the old Irish community in Bangor. It remains as a symbol to many of the old Irish families
in Bangor of a way of life that has for the most part all but disappeared.
Few of the occupants of the pews in 1972 realize that their predecessors
survived faimine, riot and cholera to erect the edifice that would become
curious combination of America and Ireland and a living reminder of an
all but forgotten part of the city's history.
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